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Acoustic emission characteristics
and fracture mechanism of
sandstone in open-pit mines
under different types of cyclic
loads

Qing Zhang1, Ling Zhang2* and Xutong Jiang2

1College of Safety Science and Engineering, Xi’an University of Science and Technology, Xi’an, China,
2Cathay Safety Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China

Rock mass is one of the most important load-bearing media in geotechnical
engineering. It has been continually vulnerable to geological tectonic
movements, natural calamities, and human excavation activities. Its inherent
weak surfaces such as primary pores, joints, and fissures have resulted in varying
damage degrees. In mining operations, the damaged rock mass has a variety
of negative impacts on the stability of its overlying structures and is frequently
disturbed by the load. To study the damage law of rock mass under cyclic
loading, in this paper, an acoustic emission (AE) device was employed tomonitor
the rock under the action of two types of cyclic loads: the variable upper and
lower pre-loads, and the fixed upper and lower pre-loads. The damage of the
loaded rock was split into three stages in this research, based on the features
of the AE signals of the rock under uniaxial load, and the damage evolution of
the loaded rock was analyzed in distinct stages. The AE signals of the rock under
cyclic loading were mainly emitted in the first loading stage. When the stress did
not exceed themaximum stress value in the stress history of the loaded rock, few
new AE event was generated in the loaded rock. After the low-frequency cyclic
static load, the AE signals varied with the load-bearing stress of the rock during
the whole process from initial loading to failure, which was consistent with the
characteristics of the AE signals of the loaded rock. The research results can
be adapted to rock mass in open-pit mines stability analysis and risk prediction
while providing some references for the early warning and danger relief of rock
masses in engineering.
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1 Introduction

Rock mass in geotechnical engineering is not only affected by original pores
(Liu X. S. et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2024), joints (Shi et al., 2023a; Shi et al., 2023b), and
fissures (Si et al., 2024), but also by geological tectonic movement (Qian et al., 2018a),
natural disasters (Li N. et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020), and human mining activities
(Zheng et al., 2020). Although the load applied on the rock mass is not necessarily the same
each time, usually, the rockmass is affected by the external loadmore than once (Song et al.,
2020; Xin et al., 2021), such as close coal seam mining (Tan et al., 2010; Qian et al., 2022),
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double-arch tunnel construction (Luo et al., 2020), and so forth
(Liu et al., 2020). The cyclic loads applied to the rock cause its
interior in distinct degrees of damage state (Liu et al., 2016b), which
have a negative effect on the mechanical properties of the rock
mass (Ferrero et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2022). It has the potential
to induce the rock mass to lose its bearing capability, posing a
significant hidden threat to the national economy and personal
safety (Zheng et al., 2021a). Engineers and scientists place a high
value on the research of rock damage under cyclic stress, which
is critical for geotechnical engineering safety design and stability
evaluation (Vaneghi et al., 2018; Chen W. et al., 2020).

Under the application of cyclic loading, the internal structure
of the rock deteriorates to varying damage degrees, including
the avianize of original flaws and the creation and propagation
of cracks (Wu et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021). These processes are
accompanied by the deterioration of the microstructure of the
rock (Wang et al., 2018), the reduction of macroscopic strength
(Qian et al., 2018b), and energy dissipation (Marinelli et al., 2018).
Due to the rock being a continuous opaque bearing medium, the
structural state and damage in the rock under the load cannot
be directly observed (Waples et al., 2004). Many scholars have
extensively studied the strength change, deformation characteristics,
and fracture mechanism of rocks under cyclic loading by means
of numerical simulation (Borodii et al., 2010; Wei et al., 2020).
However, the occurrence conditions and bearing characteristics of
the rock mass are being simplified by the numerical simulation,
and it is somewhat different between the calculated results and the
actual engineering. In addition, some scholars adopt CT scanning
to perform CT imaging of the loading process of the bearing rock
(Ma et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2016). Nonetheless, the experimental
results are limited by the accuracy of the operators, the expensive
test, and the poor adaptability of the project site.

As the load on the rock grows, the internal cracks develop,
extend, and penetrate, while wave signals that could be detected
by sensors and carry a wealth of mechanical features of the rock
are emitted (Yang et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2021b). An in-depth
analysis of these wave signals is necessary to study the mechanism
of rock damage and fracture. The AE technology works on the
basis of detecting the elastic wave released inside the rock during
the loading process to monitor the test specimen constantly and in
real-time (Liu et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2019). The damage degree
and fracture mechanism of the rock are investigated by studying
the waveform signals emitted during the loading process (Li et al.,
2016; Li Q. et al., 2020). This method of real-time monitoring of the
loaded rock mass is closer to the actual project and has a wide range
of applications, which can be applied to outdoor large-scale rock
engineering.

Themechanical characteristics of rockmass under cyclic loading
are related to the occurrence environment, bearing state, cycle times,
and lithology (Kan et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021). Under the application
of high-frequency cycle loads, the mechanical characteristics of
rocks have been extensively studied, which not only enriches the
rockmechanical theory, but also successfully guarantees engineering
safety (Liu et al., 2020; Ghasemi et al., 2021). That notwithstanding,
most of themaximum stress of the bearing rockmass in engineering
is less than 80% of its bearing limit (Khaledi et al., 2016; Song et al.,
2019).While the applied load is greater than 80%of its strength limit,
the density of cracks in the rock is relatively high and themain crack

has already formed an embryonic shape (Yang et al., 2022). At this
time, the mechanical characteristics of rock mass change due to the
variety of its internal structure (Zheng et al., 2021b). Furthermore,
after the stress exceeded 80% of the bearing limit, the mechanical
characteristics of the rock mass changed rapidly and could not
be correctly characterized numerically. Therefore, the mechanical
characteristics and AE response laws of rocks under low-frequency
cyclic loading are studied in this article only.

In this paper, the cyclic loading was employed to apply to the
rock, and the characteristics of the AE signals about the rock under
the cyclic load were studied. Firstly, the characteristics of AE signals
and fracture mechanism of rock under uniaxial load were studied.
In the meanwhile, the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock
was measured. Then, took the uniaxial compressive strength of the
rock as a reference, cyclic loads with diverse pre-loads were applied
to the rock, and the AE signals characteristics of the rock under
the application of different cyclic loads were studied. Finally, the
cyclic load with the fixed pre-load was applied to the rock, and the
relationship between the characteristics of the AE signals about the
rock under the cyclic load was studied more comprehensively. The
research results can be used to the stability and risk prediction of
rock mass, at the same time, provide some references to the early
warning and danger relief of rock mass in engineering.

2 Experiment

In this study, the sandstone selected was cored from an open-
pit mine in China adopting in-situ sampling as the research object.
In the light of the standards specified by the International Society
for Rock Mechanics, a standard cylindrical rock with a size of Φ
50 mm × h 100 mm was prepared. Of paramount importance is
the mitigation of stress concentration on the sandstone during the
loading procedure to ensure the precision of test outcomes.This was
achieved bymaintaining a flatness tolerance of both ends at less than
0.02 mm and ensuring a vertical error between the axis and the end
faces of less than 0.001 rad. In addition, the sample of cyclic loading
and unloading experiment also adopted this size.

The Rock Mechanics Test System (RMT-150B) was employed
to test the strength of the sandstone and the cyclic loading as the
loading system. The DS-5 AE device made in Ruandao Co. Ltd.,
which could store the AE parameters, was employed to monitor the
loaded rock. In this experiment, eight sensors were employed for
each rock tomonitor and saveAE signal parameters.The test process
and device are shown in Figure 1.

For the sake of enhancing the monitoring effect, Vaseline was
uniformly applied to the rock of the pre-designed location to
receive signals. To reduce errors caused by AE sensor deviations,
the placement of sensors must be the same for different sandstone
specimens. Sensors 1-4 are uniformly arranged in a clockwise
manner at a distance of 15 mm from the upper-end face of the rock,
while sensors 5-8 are also uniformly arranged in a clockwisemanner
at a distance of 15 mm from the lower-end face of the rock, and
sensors one and five are along the same axis. At the start of the
experiment, a lead-breaking test was carried out with a pencil lead
as a simulated source to calibrate the positioning test of the AE
source and the sound velocity measurement test, and at the same
time to determine the sensitivity of the ceramic probe to the AE
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FIGURE 1
Test process and device. AE monitoring is carried out synchronously with uniaxial loading tests. (A) RMT rock mechanics testing system, (B) AE sensor
probe deployment position, (C) AE detection system.

source. Moreover, interference from irrelevant sound sources such
as collisions and frictions other than the loaded rock to bemeasured
should be eliminated, and the monitoring should be started after
the equipment was measured accurately. The acoustic emission and
RMT work synchronously to complete the loading and monitoring
test. The RMT applied load to the sandstone at an axial loading
rate of 0.5 kN/s, and stored the mechanical test parameters in real-
time.TheAEmonitoring system processed and stored the waveform
signals monitored by the eight sensors, and obtained the waveform
parameters of the sandstone under uniaxial load and the AE source
location.

The cyclic loading experiment was based on the uniaxial
compressive strength of the sandstone tested by the staticmechanic’s
experiment was recorded as σb. Then, the sandstones were subjected
to cyclic loading with different stress thresholds to make them in
distinct damage degrees. The pre-load was 0.2 σb, 0.4 σb, 0.6 σb,
and 0.8 σb, respectively, and the number of cycles of cyclic loading-
unloading was 7. When the pre-load is 0.8 σb, the size and number
of cracks inside the sandstone are relatively large, but the integrity
of the standard sample is still maintained on the outside of the rock
sample. It should be noted that under the action of low stress, the oil
pressure of the loading system may be unstable during the loading-
unloading process, which affects the accuracy of the experimental
results. Therefore, apart from the lower stress limit is 0 when the
pre-load is 0.2 σb, the lower pre-load of the rock under the cyclic

load of the remaining stress thresholds is 0.2 σb. On the one hand,
the error caused by the instability of the oil pressure of the loading
systemunder the action of low stress was avoided; on the other hand,
the cyclic loading and unloading test with a pre-load of 0.2 σb was
also within the scope of this experiment. Combined with the control
group, the mechanical properties of rocks under cyclic loading with
different stress thresholds could be directly studied. The layout of
the AE monitoring system was consistent with that of the uniaxial
loading test.

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Uniaxial compressive strength of
sandstone

On the basis of the test results, as shown in Table 1, the rocks’
strength is summary. According to the uniaxial compressive test
results of sandstone, the average strength σb is 62.68 MPa.

Combined with the rock mechanics theory, the loading process
could be divided into four stages: original micro-pores were
compacted and closed, elastic deformation stage, crack propagation
stage, and the residual strength stage. The extent of damage at
different stages was closely related to its internal structure and
fracture mode. Thus, before studying the damage of the sandstone,
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TABLE 1 Strength table of sandstone.

Number σb (MPa) ε (%)

S-1 59.28 0.781

S-2 58.35 0.773

S-3 66.36 0.896

S-4 63.15 0.802

S-5 66.28 0.912

σb (Average strength) 62.68 0.833

it was necessary to shed light on the four stages of its mechanical
characteristics in conjunction with the changes in the internal
structure. The sandstone’s physical characteristics and diagenetic
environment determined how the fissures were squeezed and closed
in the previous four stages. As a result of the loading, the sandstone’s
inherent micropores were gradually squeezed and closed. The
solid mineral particles inside the rock performed a crucial role
in resisting deformation when the load rose after the original
micro-pores were closed. The deformation of the rock could be
recovered with the removal of the load from now to the stage
before the crack propagation, and the loaded rock was in the
elastic deformation stage. Once the elastic period is through, the
fractures in the rock begin to expand rapidly. As a result of the
crack tip effect, the cracks expanded in size and caused secondary
cracks, which in turn induced further cracks on a repeating basis.
The number of fissures in the rock multiplied exponentially until
the primary crack pierced the rock and lost bearing capacity.
The appearance of the macroscopic mechanical features of the
sandstone superficies was the result of the qualitative change caused
by the quantitative change of the internal micromechanics of the
sandstone under the load. As a result, the mechanical properties
and failure process could be better understood by studying
the changes in the meso-mechanical features of the sandstone
under stress. These meso-mechanical features of sandstones under
load could be obtained by real-time monitoring by AE in the
form of waveform signals. Then, the sandstone AE parameters
were studied to characterize the mechanical properties and
fracture mechanism.

3.2 AE characteristics of loaded sandstone

TheAE signal parameters AE energy, cumulative count, average
frequency (AF), and rising angle (RA) provide an abundance of
rock mechanics information, including the rock’s deterioration and
fracture mechanism. The relationship between the time-stress-AE
energy-accumulative count of AE events of the loaded sandstone
was obtained by investigating the AE signals monitored during the
uniaxial compression test of the sandstone, as shown in Figure 2, and
the mechanical properties and fracture mechanism of the sandstone
were studied. The AE signal of sandstone under load was classified
into three phases based on the features of the AE signal curve:

FIGURE 2
Relationship between the four parameters of the loaded sandstone AE
signals. The characteristics of AE signals are divided into three stages:
rapid increase in a short period first, then relatively gentle and with few
events, and finally, rapid increase in a short period before destruction.

initially-emitting phase, stably-emitting phase, and rapidly-emitting
phase.

According to the AE signals features of sandstone, in the three
phases of the AE signals features of the same loaded sandstone,
the cumulative count per second, denoted as ∆HR/∆t, achieved the
maximum in the second half of the rapidly-emitting phase, as shown
in Table 2, and the minimum during the stably-emitting phase.
The AE energy achieved the maximum in the second half of the
rapidly-emitting phase, andwas the smallest in the initially-emitting
phase.

The AE events were predominantly emitted by the compaction
and closure of the original micro-pores in the sandstone during
the initially-emitting phase, that is, when the original micro-pores
of the sandstone were compressed and closed. When the main
pores were compressed and closed, the elastic wave energy was
low, and the intensity of AE events was low compared to the
other stages. As a result, the AE events in the loaded sandstone
were intense at this phase, as shown in Figure 2. The ∆HR/∆t
value was relatively big, although the AE energy was not less than
300 mV∗ms. When the bigger original micro-pores in the loaded
sandstone were compressed and closed, the AE energy was more
than the value of the smaller original micro-pores. Among a great
deal of planes along the length direction, the fissures of the plane
species with higher pore density were more compacted and closed.
In this stage, the AE signal features of the loaded sandstone were low
energy and large ∆HR/∆t. The AE energy of the loaded sandstone,
on the contrary, was high, and the ∆HR/∆t was low, as indicated in
Figure 2; Table 2.

The loading sandstone attained the elastic deformation stage as
the load increased. The elastic deformation of gravels dominated
the rock’s deformation at this time, which was accompanied by the
compacting and sealing of a small number of initial micro-pores, as
well as the commencement of cracks in the local area. Meanwhile,
as shown in Figure 2; Table 2, the loaded rock’s AE signals had the
following features: the AE energy was relatively low but greater than
the value in the initially-emitting phase, and the ∆HR/∆t was the
smallest. There was still a tiny portion of the original micro-pores
that was not entirely compressed and closed during the initial elastic
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TABLE 2 Parameter characteristic table of different AE signal phases for
different sandstones.

Number Characteristic phase of AE signals ∆HR/∆t

S-1

Initially-emitting phase 2.86560

Stably-emitting phase 0.17946

Rapidly-emitting phase 8.33105

S-2

Initially-emitting phase 1.91757

Stably-emitting phase 0.22848

Rapidly-emitting phase 8.24857

S-3

Initially-emitting phase 2.00411

Stably-emitting phase 0.09445

Rapidly-emitting phase 4.70390

S-4

Initially-emitting phase 4.94678

Stably-emitting phase 0.47567

Rapidly-emitting phase 37.8721

S-5

Initially-emitting phase 5.19443

Stably-emitting phase 0.00563

Rapidly-emitting phase 6.37852

deformation stage. When the solid mineral particles flex elastically
until their size was too small to oppose the closed size of the
original micro-pores, the original micro-pores began to close and
emit AE events in the same plane along the height of the sandstone.
As a result, all original micro-pores in the loaded sandstone’s
initial stage were not entirely closed. Some original micro-pores
were compressed and closed during the elastic deformation stage,
particularly in the early stages, but the number was modest and
not intensity. The deformation of the loaded sandstone during the
elastic deformation stage was mostly due to the deformation of
the solid mineral particles. The elastic deformation of the gravels
under the application of the load steadily increased as the load rose.
From a microscopic perspective, the gravels and the cementitious
matrix might be considered an element when they resisted the
force, and the rock was made up of numerous such elements.
Meanwhile, the rock’s interior structure remained reasonably stable,
the number of AE events was low, and the AE energy was low.
The transition surface between the gravels and the cemented matrix
would begin fractures under stress as the load increased, emitting
AE signals. As the load was increased, the cracks formed during
the compacting and closure phase of the initial fractures, as well as
the cracks formed during the elastic stage by the tension between
the gravels and the cemented matrix, grew owing to the stress
concentration at the crack tip. The loaded rock is now at the crack
propagation stage.

The loaded sandstone entered the rapidly-emitting phase after
cracks in various spaces within the sandstone began to grow rapidly

with the application of the load, the cracks propagation induced
secondary cracks, which gradually extended under the influence
of the crack tip effect, and the cracked sandstone entered the
rapidly-emitting phase. As demonstrated in Figure 2; Table 2, the
values of AE energy and ∆HR/∆t both achieved their maximums
in comparison to the preceding two stages. In the elastic stage, the
enlarged area of the contact surface between the gravels and the
cemented matrix was larger and quicker than the area of crack
propagation in the loaded sandstone. As a result, the AE signal
emitted was more intense, and the AE energy was likewise higher.
Secondary cracks developed as the original fractures expanded, and
the number of fissures in the loaded rock increased exponentially.
As a result, ∆HR/∆t had the highest value. The pace of fracture
propagation increased as the load rose until the primary crack
pierced the sandstone and became unstable. The AE energy and
∆HR/∆t both achieved their maximums before the main crack
extended till the major crack penetrated.

The observed AE events were identified, as indicated in Figure 3,
to validate the features of AE signals of sandstone under uniaxial
force. It was possible to determine that the quantity and intensity
of AE events in the loaded sandstone changed as stress increased by
identifying AE events in the loaded sandstone.TheAE event emitted
from the loaded rock at the initially-emitting phase of loading, which
was primarily produced by the compaction and closure of the major
pores, as evidenced by the AE event location of the loaded rock.
The elastic deformation of the gravels against the load produced the
deformation of the loaded rock in the elastic deformation stage, and
it could be recovered once the external force was withdrawn. As a
result, there were fewer AE events during this stage. The interior
fissures began to grow and produce secondary fractures while the
loaded rock was in the plastic deformation stage, until the rock lost
stability. The AE events generated by the loaded sandstone were the
most powerful at this moment.This outcome was similarly identical
to the one shown in Figure 2.

The mechanical properties and damage laws of the loaded
sandstone were examined by evaluating the AE signal parameters
of the loaded sandstone. In reality, in geotechnical engineering,
the stress on the rock mass was generally reciprocating. As a
result, studying the mechanical features and AE signal features of
the sandstone under uniaxial stress was insufficient to completely
comprehend the damage characteristics and load-bearing laws of
rock masses in geotechnical engineering. On the basis of the
sandstone damage law and AE signal characteristics under uniaxial
load analyzed above, this paper adopts different cyclic static load
stress upper limits to apply to sandstone to study the rock damage
and AE signal response law under low-frequency cyclic loading.

3.3 AE signal characteristics of sandstone
under cyclic load

For the sake of better comprehensively grasping the AE signal
characteristics of rocks under cyclic loading. In this paper, two
methods of setting variable upper and lower limits, and the fixed
upper and lower limits were used to carry out cyclic loading and
unloading tests on rocks to study the mechanical properties and
AE signal characteristics of rocks under different cyclic loading
and unloading. In addition, the experimental results of the cyclic
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FIGURE 3
Location of AE events in the loaded rock. The number of AE events increases with the load rising, and the growth pattern also conforms to the AE
signal characteristic curve in Figure 2. The blue numbers in the figure represent the position of the sensor probes, and the red dots are the position of
the AE events.

loading were verified by continuing the loading until the failure and
instability after the cyclic loading.

First, analyzed the characteristics of AE signal of rock under
the action of cyclic load with fixed upper and lower limits. In the
light of the uniaxial compressive strength σb of the rock measured
under the uniaxial load, the sandstones were subjected to cyclic
loading and unloading tests with different cyclic threshold loads to
make them in different damage states. The cycle threshold load was
0.2 σb, 0.4 σb, 0.6 σb, and 0.8 σb, respectively, and the number of
cycles of loading and unloading was 7. In order to prevent the error
caused by the unstable oil pressure of the pressure system under
low stress, excepted for the lower stress limit of 0 when the upper
limit of the cyclic static load stress was 0.2 σb, the lower stress limit
corresponding to the other upper-stress limits were all 0.2 σb. For
the AE signal characteristics of the rock under cyclic loading when
it was less than 0.2 σb, it could be analyzed from the situation that the

upper limit of the cyclic static load stress was 0.2 σb. Figure 4 shows
the characteristics of AE signal of rock under different upper-stress
limit cyclic loading.

It can be seen from the experimental results in Figure 4 that
the rock is subjected to cyclic loads with different upper-stress
limits. Excepted for the obvious AE events in the first loading and
unloading stage, the proportion of AE events in the subsequent
six stages was very small. In the first loading and unloading
stage of sandstone, when the upper-stress limit was 0.2 σb, 0.4 σb,
0.6 σb, and 0.8 σb, the number of AE events accounted for 83.33%,
94.12%, 85.13%, and 88.41% of the total number of AE events
in the entire experiment. Among them, the proportions of the
loading stage in the first loading and unloading stage were 79.56%,
93.58%, 84.10%, and 84.78%, successively. It could be seen that
in the entire process of cyclic loading and unloading, the first
loading stage accounted for the largest proportion. It could be
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FIGURE 4
AE signal characteristics of rock under fixed upper and lower limit cyclic loading. AE events are mainly concentrated in the first loading stage and are
almost rare after the completion of the first loading stage. (A) 0.2 σb, (B) 0.4 σb, (C) 0.6 σb, and (D) 0.8 σb.

seen from Figure 4 that compared with the other three upper-stress
conditions, when the upper-stress limit was 0.2 σb, the proportion
of AE events in the remaining test stages except the first loading
stage was the largest. It was because of the error caused by the
unstable oil pressure of the experimental device under low-stress
cyclic loading. Therefore, when the upper-stress limit of the cyclic
static load stress was greater than 0.2 σb, the lower-stress limit
of the cyclic loading and unloading test was 0.2 σb, and for the
characteristics of the AE signal when the stress was lower than
0.2 σb, please refer to the cyclic loading and unloading test when
the upper-stress limit was 0.2 σb. Figure 4 illustrates the AE signal
characteristics of sandstones subjected to varying upper-limit static
loads. It demonstrates that in sandstone, under static loads not
exceeding the maximum value in stress history, few new AE events
occur. However, a loading method with a fixed lower limit and
a variable upper limit was used to indicate that with increasing
upper-limit static loads, there is a corresponding increase in AE
events.

In order to analyze the AE signal characteristics of the
rock under cyclic loading with different upper-stress limits more
intuitively, a loading method with a fixed lower limit and a variable
upper limit was used to analyze the AE signal characteristics
of the rock under the cyclic load. The lower-stress limit was
0, and the upper-stress limit was 0.2 σb, 0.4 σb, 0.6 σb, and

FIGURE 5
AE signal characteristics of rock under cyclic loading with variable
upper limit and fixed lower limit. When the stress carried by the rock
was greater than the maximum value in its stress history, new AE
events were emitted.

0.8 σb respectively and increased in sequence. The number
of cycles of each upper-stress limit was 2 times, as shown
in Figure 5.
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FIGURE 6
AE signal characteristics of rock failure and instability under fixed upper
and lower limit cyclic loading. New AE events will only occur when the
final stress exceeds the upper limit of the preceding cyclic load.

The experimental results in Figure 5 further verified the AE
signal characteristics of the rock under the action of cyclic loadswith
different upper-stress limits in Figure 4. Within the cyclic loading
andunloading range of the samemagnitude of upper-stress limit, the
AE event mainly occurred in the loading phase of the first loading
and unloading stage, and there were fewer AE events in the other
stages within the range of this stage. When the bearing stress of the
loaded rockwas not greater than themaximum stress of the previous
stage, there were fewAE events in the loaded sandstone. As shown in
the areas a, b, and c in Figure 5, within the range of the initial loading
stage of each upper-stress limit, when the rock was at a stress level
not greater than the previous upper-stress limit, there were almost
no or very few AE events in the loaded rock.When the stress carried
by the rock was greater than the maximum value in its stress history,
a new AE event was emitted. This result was consistent with the test
result in Figure 4.

By comparing the AE signal characteristics of the rock under
different upper-stress limit cyclic loads in Figure 4 with Figure 2,
it could be found that under different cyclic static load upper-
stress limits, the AE signal characteristics of the rock in the initial
loading stage were consistent with the corresponding AE signal
characteristics in the range of not greater than the upper-stress limit
in Figure 2. In order to compare the characteristic changes of the
AE signal during the cyclic loading and unloading process more
intuitively, the cyclic loading and unloading were used to continue
loading until it was broken, as shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from the experimental results in Figure 6 that from
the end of the first loading and unloading phase to the last loading
and before the destruction, AE events accounted for 1.58% of the
total number of AE events, which was negligible compared with the
total number of AE during the entire experiment. Compared with
the experimental results of the AE signal characteristics of the rock
under uniaxial load in Figure 2, except for the middle cyclic loading
and unloading phase, the characteristics of the AE signals in the two
figures are consistent with the increase in stress. In addition, in the
cyclic loading and unloading phase, when the stress did not exceed
the maximum value in its stress history, there were almost few new

FIGURE 7
AE signal characteristics of rock under variable upper and lower limit
cyclic loading.

AE events in the rock.This result was also consistent with the results
of the cyclic loading and unloading test in Figure 4.

By analyzing the experimental results of AE characteristics of
rocks under equal upper and lower limit cyclic loads, it could
be seen that the AE signal characteristics of rocks under low-
frequency cyclic loading and unloading were related to the upper
limit of cyclic static load stress. In addition, during the whole
process of continuous loading and unloading of the rock after being
cyclically loaded and unloaded by the low frequency and other
upper and lower limits, the AE signal characteristics of the loaded
rock under different stress levels were consistent with the AE signal
characteristics of the rock under uniaxial load.

In order to analyze the AE signal characteristics of rock under
cyclic loading more comprehensively. In addition to analyzing the
AE characteristic test of rock under the action of fixed upper and
lower limits cyclic load, the AE signal characteristic of rock under
the action of variable upper and lower limit cyclic load should also
be analyzed. Therefore, the next method is to change the upper and
lower limits to analyze the characteristics of the AE signal of the rock
under the cyclic load, as shown in Figure 7.

From the test results shown in Figure 7, it can be seen that the
AE signal characteristics of the loaded rock are similar to those in
Figure 5. The difference from the test result in Figure 5 is that the
lower stress limit in Figure 7 is not 0 but the upper stress limit in
the last cyclic loading stage. Due to the difference in the lower stress
limit, in the cyclic loading and unloading process of each stress
upper limit in Figure 7, except for the first loading stage, the AE
events in the rest are less than those in Figure 5. This is because
under the influence of the loading equipment, when the stress is low,
the loading device is disturbed by the unstable oil pressure, so the
difference betweenFigures 5, 7 appears.Therefore, in order to reduce
the error caused by the unstable oil pressure, a cyclic load with fixed
upper and lower limits is used to act on the rock specimen, and the
load is continued until the rock is crushed and becomes unstable, as
shown in Figure 8.

From the experimental results in Figure 8, the number of AE
events emitted by the cyclic loading phase with distinct upper-
stress limits could be seen intuitively. When the stress applied to
the sandstone was greater than 0.8 σb, the AE events were the most
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FIGURE 8
AE signal characteristics of rock failure and instability under variable
upper and lower limit cyclic loading.

and the growth rate was the largest, and at the same time, the AE
energy also reached the maximum. At this time, the cracks in the
loaded rock increased exponentially until the rock was crushed and
lost stability. Affected by changes in the internal physical structure
of the rock, when the upper limit of the cyclic static load stress was
less than 0.2 σb, the primary pores in the rock under the load were
compacted and closed and an AE event was emitted.The number of
AE events was related to the internal structure of the rock.When the
number of pores in the rock was large, the number of AE events was
larger, and the larger the size of the primary pores, the greater the AE
energy, and vice versa.Therefore, there weremore AE events emitted
by the loaded rock in this stage, but theAE energywas smaller.When
the bearing stress of the loaded rock was greater than 0.2 σb and less
than 0.6 σb, the rock was in the elastic deformation stage, and the
solid mineral particles mainly bear the rock deformation under the
load. In addition, when a small number of solid mineral particles
ruptured the cemented matrix under the influence of the tip effect
and emitted an AE event, the AE energy released during this rupture
was greater than theAE energy emittedwhen the primary poreswere
compacted and closed.Therefore, there were fewer AE events in this
stage, and the AE energy was larger. When the load stress of the
bearing rock exceeded 0.6 σb and was less than 0.8 σb, the cemented
matrix in the bearing rock began to crack gradually. At this time,
there were more AE events and greater AE energy than the previous
two stages. In summary, start loading from0 and gradually increased
with a gradient of 0.2 σb in the five loading ranges, when the loading
stress was greater than 0.8 σb, the cumulative count and growth rate
of AE both reached themaximum, followed by the loading stress less
than 0.2 σb, andwhen the loading stress was 0.4 σb and 0.6 σb, the two
stages were the smallest.

The AE signal characteristics of the loaded rock in Figure 8, if
it was regarded as the initial loading stage that only considered the
cyclic load of each upper-stress limit, and connected them together
until the rock was loaded and destroyed, the change rule of the
AE signal characteristic during the whole process was consistent
with Figure 2 of the loaded rock under uniaxial load. At the same
time, the AE signal characteristics of the loaded rock under the

action of low-frequency cyclic loading and unloading were also
verified.

4 Conclusion

1. The AE accumulative count of rock under uniaxial load
gradually increases, and its growth rate increases rapidly
in a short period of time, then approaches 0 and remains
unchanged, and finally increases sharply. AE energy increases
sequentially in these three stages, and the last stage increases
sharply.

2. For rocks under low-frequency fixed-upper limit cyclic
loading, the AE event mainly occurs in the loading part of
the first loading and unloading stage. For rocks under low-
frequency fixed upper and lower limits cyclic loading, when
the loading stress is not greater than the maximum value in
the stress history of the loaded rock, few new AE events are
generated in the loaded rock.

3. After the low-frequency cyclic static load, the AE
signal changes with the load-bearing stress of the
rock during the whole process from continuous
loading to failure, which is consistent with the
characteristics of the AE signal of the loaded rock under
uniaxial load.
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